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Solar System as a Laboratory

Mars and Venus may have been habitable in the past, but have undergone significant 
atmospheric evolution over billions of years much of it through loss to space
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Heavy Species (O, O2, CO2, …) are commonly lost as Ions

- Light species (H) may escape via 
thermal motion but heavier species 
need additionally energy sources 
such as electric fields to reach escape 
velocity 

- Ion escape is observed occurring at all 
terrestrial solar system planets today

[NASA's Scientific Visualization Studio and  
the MAVEN Science Team]
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My Work Applying Planetary Models to Exoplanets

Ion Escape from Planets around M-Dwarfs 

‣ Stellar properties relevant for escape (stellar 
magnetic field, stellar wind pressure, EUV 
flux) and influence on escape processes 

‣ Stellar driving of loss asymmetries, with 
atmospheric implications  

‣ Coupling of stellar properties and escape 
rates

Weak Magnetic Fields & Ion Escape 

‣ Topology of weak intrinsic fields 

‣ Plasma environment for weak dipoles and 
ion morphology 

‣ Influence of global planetary magnetic 
fields on ion escape
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Figure 1. Each panel shows slices of O2
+ number density in the Z= 0, X=-1, and Y=0 planes with magnetic field lines traced in white.

Panels show simulation R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4 from left to right, top to bottom. Note that the planes are not exactly aligned in each
simulation due to the changing angle between induced electric field and magnetic field.

ions in simulation R0 maintain their trajectory in the397

+z direction along the symmetric current sheet, the ions398

in simulation R1 are redirected towards the asymmetric399

current sheet in the �y hemisphere by the J ⇥B force.400

The morphology of escaping ions looks substantially401

less organized in the transition from R1 to R2. While the402

initial acceleration locations are the same, the outflow is403

much less collimated to the specific current sheet channel.404

This is due to much smaller gyroradii and changes in the405

current sheet configuration. As seen in Table 2, the large406

increase in the solar wind magnetic field with a modest407

increase in solar wind velocity drastically shortens the408

ion gyroradius to be much smaller than the size of the409

planet. Thus coherent motion on the scale of the planet is410

unlikely and the motion of even heavy ions like O2
+ show411

magnetized behaviour. Furthermore, the changes in the412

current sheet discussed in section 4.1 have expanded the413

area from which ions are initially accelerated, broadening414

the eventual escape distribution.415

Despite roughly an order of magnitude increase in so-416

lar wind number density from R2 to R3, the ion escape417

morphology remains roughly the same. This is likely418

a consequence of the similar magnetic field morphology.419

Similarly, when increasing the ion production rate by two420

orders of magnitude from R3 to R4, although the over-421

all ion escape rates di↵er, the morphology of the escape422

again remains constant.423

4.3. Ion Escape424

Table 3 lists a variety of metrics relating to ion escape425

rates for each simulation for both O2
+ and O+. Each426

of the escape properties were calculated by considering427

integrating the normal ion flux or power over a sphere428

located at 3.5RP . This radius was chosen such that it is429

far enough from the planet that all ions are escaping and430

do not return back to the planet while not being a↵ected431

by the simulation boundary. These results are roughly432

constant over ±1RP . The inflow power was calculated433

by integrating over the entire +x simulation face.434

Here we concentrate on the relative di↵erences between435

the models, rather than the absolute magnitudes. Al-436

though this model has been validated by observations437

in solar system contexts (), the specific escape rates are438

heavily dependent on the lower boundary conditions. As439

we are considering a generic exoplanet around an M-440

dwarf and there on not observed atmospheric constraints441

for any terrestrial exoplanets, we focus instead on the rel-442

ative e↵ects of the stellar wind conditions.443
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Why Consider Weakly Magnetized Planets?

- Terrestrial around M-dwarfs planets are 
likely to be unmagnetized or weakly 
magnetized 

- Even a weakly magnetic field can 
change the overall morphology of the 
system 

- Ion escape is incredibly dependent on 
magnetic fields 

- Prevailing wisdom says magnetic fields 
act as a shield for atmospheric erosion
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“Quick” Ion Escape Paradigm Overview
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Field

Unmagnetized Planets
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Electric Field = - v x B
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“Quick” Ion Escape Paradigm Overview

Weakly Magnetized Planets

Magnetic 
Field
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Hybrid Modeling of Weakly Magnetized Planets

- Hybrid model treats ions as 
macroparticles evolved under  the 
Lorentz equation, electrons as a fluid 

- Validated by observations at Mars, Venus 

- Ionospheric production implementation  
via Chapman profiles (not self-consistent) 

- Magnetic fields of 0-150 nT 
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Magnetic Fields Drive Escape Before Inhibiting 

- Peak escape rate for BP ~ 75 nT 
with both species 

- Factor of 2 difference between 
strongest and weakest escape
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Escape Decreases Due to Plasmasphere Trapping

As a larger area of the planet becomes wrapped in stronger, closed magnetic 
field lines, it becomes more difficult for ions to escape the plasmasphere

B = 50 nT B = 100 nT

Test Particles 
Injected

Test Particles 
Injected
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Escape Increases Due To Shielding of Southern Hemisphere

B = 50 nT

Particles travel along open field lines farther from the planet before being 
exposed to tailward oriented v x B forces, because of magnetic field standoff

B = 10 nT
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Escape Increases Due To Shielding of Southern Hemisphere

B = 50 nT

Particles travel along open field lines further from the planet before being 
exposed to tailward oriented v x B forces, because of magnetic field standoff

B = 10 nT
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Escape Increases Due To Shielding of Southern Hemisphere

B = 50 nT

Particles travel along open field lines further from the planet before being 
exposed to tailward oriented v x B forces, because of magnetic field standoff
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- Both increase and decrease are 
dependent on the magnetic stand 
off distance (RS) in comparison to 
the altitude of the planetary ions
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Magnetic Stand-off Distance Controls Peak Escape B-Field

BMax



Peak Escape Magnetic Field Depends on Solar Wind Pressure

- For a dipole: 

- This will not scale indefinitely, very 
strong fields change escape scale 
lengths and introduce new physics 
(e.g. polar wind)

BMax~Psw1/2

Rs = Rp (
PB0

Psw )
1/6

→ BMax ∼P1/2
SW
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M-Dwarf Habitable Zone Likely Has More Radial 
Magnetic Field

- Everything so far has been under 
assumptions of present day solar conditions 

- Stellar environment around M-Dwarfs 
challenging because habitable zone is closer 

‣ More intense solar wind  

‣ Higher EUV input 

‣ More variable, space weather 

‣ Radially oriented stellar magnetic field 
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Figure 1. Each panel shows slices of O2
+ number density in the Z= 0, X=-1, and Y=0 planes with magnetic field lines traced in white.

Panels show simulation R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4 from left to right, top to bottom. Note that the planes are not exactly aligned in each
simulation due to the changing angle between induced electric field and magnetic field.

ions in simulation R0 maintain their trajectory in the397

+z direction along the symmetric current sheet, the ions398

in simulation R1 are redirected towards the asymmetric399

current sheet in the �y hemisphere by the J ⇥B force.400

The morphology of escaping ions looks substantially401

less organized in the transition from R1 to R2. While the402

initial acceleration locations are the same, the outflow is403

much less collimated to the specific current sheet channel.404

This is due to much smaller gyroradii and changes in the405

current sheet configuration. As seen in Table 2, the large406

increase in the solar wind magnetic field with a modest407

increase in solar wind velocity drastically shortens the408

ion gyroradius to be much smaller than the size of the409

planet. Thus coherent motion on the scale of the planet is410

unlikely and the motion of even heavy ions like O2
+ show411

magnetized behaviour. Furthermore, the changes in the412

current sheet discussed in section 4.1 have expanded the413

area from which ions are initially accelerated, broadening414

the eventual escape distribution.415

Despite roughly an order of magnitude increase in so-416

lar wind number density from R2 to R3, the ion escape417

morphology remains roughly the same. This is likely418

a consequence of the similar magnetic field morphology.419

Similarly, when increasing the ion production rate by two420

orders of magnitude from R3 to R4, although the over-421

all ion escape rates di↵er, the morphology of the escape422

again remains constant.423

4.3. Ion Escape424

Table 3 lists a variety of metrics relating to ion escape425

rates for each simulation for both O2
+ and O+. Each426

of the escape properties were calculated by considering427

integrating the normal ion flux or power over a sphere428

located at 3.5RP . This radius was chosen such that it is429

far enough from the planet that all ions are escaping and430

do not return back to the planet while not being a↵ected431

by the simulation boundary. These results are roughly432

constant over ±1RP . The inflow power was calculated433

by integrating over the entire +x simulation face.434

Here we concentrate on the relative di↵erences between435

the models, rather than the absolute magnitudes. Al-436

though this model has been validated by observations437

in solar system contexts (), the specific escape rates are438

heavily dependent on the lower boundary conditions. As439

we are considering a generic exoplanet around an M-440

dwarf and there on not observed atmospheric constraints441

for any terrestrial exoplanets, we focus instead on the rel-442

ative e↵ects of the stellar wind conditions.443

R0 : Nominal R1 : Parallel-IMF
- Radial magnetic field case 

introduces asymmetry 

- Plume ions are accelerated from 
side due to unstable shock 

- May introduce/enhance 
compositional atmospheric 
asymmetry, especially for tidally 
locked planets

IMF Orientation Drives Asymmetric Ion Outflow
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Figure 1. Each panel shows slices of O2
+ number density in the Z= 0, X=-1, and Y=0 planes with magnetic field lines traced in white.

Panels show simulation R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4 from left to right, top to bottom. Note that the planes are not exactly aligned in each
simulation due to the changing angle between induced electric field and magnetic field.
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current sheet in the �y hemisphere by the J ⇥B force.400
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less organized in the transition from R1 to R2. While the402
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the eventual escape distribution.415

Despite roughly an order of magnitude increase in so-416

lar wind number density from R2 to R3, the ion escape417

morphology remains roughly the same. This is likely418
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Similarly, when increasing the ion production rate by two420

orders of magnitude from R3 to R4, although the over-421

all ion escape rates di↵er, the morphology of the escape422
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far enough from the planet that all ions are escaping and430

do not return back to the planet while not being a↵ected431

by the simulation boundary. These results are roughly432

constant over ±1RP . The inflow power was calculated433

by integrating over the entire +x simulation face.434

Here we concentrate on the relative di↵erences between435

the models, rather than the absolute magnitudes. Al-436

though this model has been validated by observations437

in solar system contexts (), the specific escape rates are438

heavily dependent on the lower boundary conditions. As439

we are considering a generic exoplanet around an M-440
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Conclusions

Ion Escape from Planets around M-Dwarfs 

‣ Stellar properties relevant for escape 
(IMF, stellar wind pressure, EUV flux) 
and influence on escape processes 

‣ Stellar driving of loss asymmetries, with 
atmospheric implications  

‣ Coupling of stellar properties and 
escape rates

Magnetic Fields & Ion Escape 

‣ Topology of weak intrinsic fields 

‣ Plasma environment for weak dipoles 
and ion morphology 

‣ Influence of global planetary magnetic 
fields on ion escape rates

Come talk to me during coffee about…

Or contact me at:  hilary.egan@colorado.edu

- Ion escape is important for habitability! 
Can change both atmospheric 
composition and overall mass 

- Planetary magnetic fields can enhance 
ion escape before inhibiting it, reflecting 
a balance between increased ion pickup 
and plasmasphere trapping 

- The planetary plasma environment 
around M-Dwarfs can vary in a variety of 
ways, making systematic studies 
important

mailto:hilary.egan@colorado.edu

